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Abstract—Intelligent e-learning systems intend to improve the quality of e-learning services and overcome the main shortcomings of e-learning technologies that presented the same learning material to all learners; “one-size fits-all” approach. In this paper, the suitable architectural design is proposed and the development modules of intelligent, adapted student-centered Web-based e-learning system are explained. It addresses students’ diversity with different intellectual levels, different learning styles, so as to improve the learnt concepts and support the learners to achieve their learning goals effectively. The course contents are adapted and tailored to the characteristics of each learner. Each student has to answer two sets of well-selected tests to determine his background knowledge. These tests are randomly generated via an adapted rule-based reasoning engine utilizing questions repository and student and domain modules. Furthermore, the system will remember the last three sessions of the learning process for each student, even it is not completed, henceforward; the student can accomplish learning process from his last session. According to the experimental results, most of the students recommended to use it. Students were satisfied with the intelligent Web-based learning environment regarding the usefulness and efficiency. It helps to improve students' knowledge level and academic progress.

Index Terms— Adaptive Learning System, Blended Learning, Intelligent E-Learning System, Pedagogical Module, Web-Based Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Blended learning is the learning paradigm combines the traditional and distance learning, adopted in almost all higher education learning institutions. For decades, it has moved through a number of generations and the development of education models has taken advantage of new technologies as they approached to hand [1, 2, 3]. Distance learning involves the active contribution of new technologies, teachers, peers, and/or with the help of computer-based learning systems (ILS) [8].

There are a range of learners who are not included into many education systems because they have a disability or special needs which current education systems are not addressing. The universal design of learning systems which meet the needs of everyone is close to impossible. However, the increased use of the internet and the modern technologies for people with disabilities make the concept of inclusive design more practical [9]. Learners are different in their various learning abilities, needs, methods and preferences. These differences should be taken into account when planning a learning process. To reduce the gap between traditional educational techniques and future trends in blended education; new techniques are needed to apply. Toward this goal, various e-learning systems are developed. Most of them lack educational multimedia content or personalized support in dynamic learning [10]. Developing inclusive learning solutions is considered as a complicated area of research and practical work [4].

In student-centered learning environments, learners are expected to build their knowledge with the help of their teachers, peers, and/or with the help of computer-based learning systems [11]. It is difficult to adapt a learning process for an individual where the teaching takes place in large classes and among a large number of students.

The success of any e-learning system depends on the retrieval of relevant learning materials according to the requirement of the learner and to deliver contents in a customized and adaptive manner. This leads to the
development of the adaptive e-learning system to provide learning materials considering the requirements and understanding capability of the learner [12]. Numerous content adaptation approaches are proposed and significant amounts of research have been performed. The approaches include [13]:

i. Static adaptation approach, which defines, describes and stores multiple versions of the content. It reduces the time of downloading the course materials but it requests pre-processing tasks.

ii. Dynamic adaptation approach, which customizes the content in real-time during the user’s request. It needs analysis of course structure.

iii. Context-based adaptation, which consider both the environmental context and the student's preference, for more adapted content.

The utilization of Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques and methods enable the computer programs and software applications to think and act intelligently, and can create realistic environments. The intelligent e-learning systems are used to customize instructions according to the student’s needs and can bring personalized, adaptive, and intelligent services to both students and educators. Most of the successful applications of AI in e-learning systems have not yet been implemented in commonly used e-learning systems [1].

The main objective of intelligent e-learning environments is to improve students’ learning process by giving more advanced educational techniques [14], so intelligent learning environments are based on different pedagogical approaches and theories that have been developed in the education field [15]. Lessons are highly structured and are largely extend under automated control. Within this framework, the intelligence of the system often appears in the form of adaptive sequencing of the course material that is guided adaptively. All of these methods work in well-structured domains, and strongly depend on a fixed collection of pre-processed course materials [16].

The e-learning era opened the door to intelligent tutoring systems (also called intelligent E-learning systems or simply (ITS)), as shown in figure 1. ITSs are used in modern educational approaches and systems because they are more effective learning tools than traditional instruction. Various learning methods are applied to perform the assumptions to adjust a learning process for individual learners. ITS applies artificial intelligence techniques to develop educational systems that are able to adapt dynamically to the learning evolution and have the flexibility to present the teaching materials in responding to students needs. These systems achieve their “intelligence” by representing pedagogical decisions about how to reach the information about learner [17]. These systems allow personalized learning methods, such as providing a personalized learning path in each step of a learning process, offering adaptive tests suitable for a student’s knowledge level, or adapting the learning environment to a user’s preferences [18].

In most intelligent learning system the searching for and the selection of learning objects are based on a set of generic and domain-independent teaching rules according to the learning preferences of the learners. The nominated learning items are presented in an optimized order, where the optimization criteria take into consideration the learner’s background and performance. The adaptive course sequencing is defined as the process that selects learning objects from a digital repository and sequences them in a way that is appropriate for the targeted learning community or individuals. Learning object selection and sequencing are considered as among the most interesting research questions in intelligent Web-based education objects [19].

The paper is structured as follows: in section 1, we reviewed the current approaches to implement the personalized intelligent e-learning systems. In section 2, we proposed the main components of the architecture of adaptive intelligent learning system. The structure of course material adaptation using rule-based methods is discussed in section 3 and evaluated in section 4. And finally, the conclusions are summarized in section 5.

II. A FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE OF ADAPTIVE INTELLIGENT LEARNING

Students are different in their abilities, needs, interests, preferences and in using various learning styles. These variances should be taken into consideration when designing intelligent learning process. In this section, our proposed framework structure of the intelligent student-centered e-learning system is presented, as depicted in figure 2. The learner needs are considered as a prerequisite or inputs to the design that involves learner’s ideas and feedback. It is the centre of the design process to develop a system that is able to understand the needs, skills and motivations of learners. The learners who we are targeting are those of higher education institutes who studied ‘HTML’ course and cannot always have a time to attend the class rooms. The architecture for the system consists of five main modules, where each module is responsible for different functions and activities. These main modules are:
A. The Student Module (Knowledge of Learners): comprises the student's individual data as account number, password, name, email, major; and related data that are extracted directly from the student. Student cognitive characteristics and prior knowledge that can identify the presentation of specific lecture or topic is obtained indirectly through the answers of tests. The data of incomplete session is stored in 'Student Session' as a historical student's interaction, to be completed later in the next session, as shown in figure 3. This module evaluates each learner's performance through sets of randomly generated multiple choice questions (MCQs) to adjust the order of the course material. The more challenging MCQ sets are designated after the student passes the less difficult MCQs. The answers are used to calculate the scores of each level of complexity. The specific information of each individual learner is stored in the 'Student Session' File.

B. The Pedagogical Module (The Knowledge of Teaching Strategies): The teaching strategies have a significant effect on learning outcomes. The various teaching strategies are represented, where the appropriate selecting and sequencing of the teaching strategies from a digital repository are adapted according to the learners’ profile to control the learning session. It permits the individuals accessing the online learning, providing feedback, and managing their time at various performance levels. The pedagogical module is intended for setting the principles of content selection and teaching preparation. The selection of content is based on a set of teaching rules according to the cognitive method or learning preferences. The learning material is divided into sections and displayed in a table of content according to the syllabus. The lectures of relevant course materials are presented in one integrated learning environment. The lectures; include audio, video-based lectures, power point slides, or complementary information (e.g., external links), help students with knowledge acquisition.

C. The Domain Knowledge Module: The structured knowledge of course materials with the metadata specifications that covers the 'HTML' lectures. The knowledge represented in this module is used to determine what e-lectures will be displayed to the student and how to evaluate the student answers to conclude the student’s knowledge. It stores the lecture name, sequence of the lectures, prerequisite of the lectures, the goal of the lecture and different media forms for the lectures. The domain module interacts with other components to adapt the domain model to the user characteristics to improve the student’s style.

D. The Intelligent Reasoning Model (Problem-Solving Rules): It consists of the rule-based reasoning methods that personalized course materials. The course material is dynamically adapted to fit student real-time needs, where recording the student's interaction data with the system can provide more accurate data regarding the student’s background knowledge and his learning style. The course materials and the knowledge base are searched for the learning objects and select the required or the recommended learning item for the active learners. The rule-based methods (in the form of if-then-else) are for:

i. Adapting Course Materials: combine course sequencing techniques. The adaptive material contents are presented following randomized, adapted and well-selected tests. The system recommends the learning object to the student based on earlier behavior and the testing scores. These tests are generated by the system using a database of questions using student and domain modules that are manipulated via intelligent reasoning engine.

ii. Adapting Learning Resources: adjust the course material according to the learner’s domain performance and the requirements of the learning environment.

E. The Interaction Module: The interactive learning process can be supported by a variety of screen layouts, which are controlled by the interface model. The lectures associated with an online course are presented in an optimized order.

The detailed design of the suggested intelligent student-centred e-learning system is represented by object-oriented modelling. This design model enables the implementation of loosely-coupled processes. The object-oriented class diagram is derived from framework design to show the static structure of the system being modeled. The model consists of the important classes, attributes, operations, and the interfaces that show how the classes interact with each other. It is depicted as a UML class diagram shown in figure 3. The class diagram is easily translated into programming language.

III. INHERITED ADAPTIVE OBJECT-ORIENTED STRUCTURE OF THE COURSE MATERIALS

To identify the learning strategies that are helpful for effective knowledge acquisition, the course materials are to be collected and analyzed. Declarative and procedural knowledge, skills-based experience and expertise through learning are needed to be structured in a way that allow interacting and support classification, comparison, acquiring and reasoning, as it is shown in figure 4. Explicit knowledge is a prerequisite for assessment and comparison, thus, the choice the appropriate content elements in e-learning system. The intelligent reasoning technique uses the rule-based domain knowledge, course materials and the adaptive lecture object.

The table of contents, the learner's tests answering, and the navigation through personalized learning paths and steps are saved in files. These files are used to build a student profile by identifying the learner's behavior and the knowledge background. A number of well-defined questions that are relevant to a certain topic are stored in MCQs data base, and the questions are combined into groups. The list of questions is randomly generated and displayed to the student after selecting a topic and lecture name. Each student has one attempt to choose the correct answer within a limited time. The system will evaluate the answers and calculate a score that identify if the system displayed the required lecture or customizing the learning object and recommend displaying another lecture that enhances his knowledge before displaying the required one, as shown in the following algorithm:
Depending on the student's request, the System Search the 'Topic' related 'Questions' Repository of lessComplex_Tests is Generated Randomly
Display Level1_Questions, one by one
Read the Answer
Evaluate StudentBackgroundKnowledgeLevel
Save ResultData in StudentSession Data
If CorrectQuestions = 2 out of 3 Questions Then
Display PassMsg
The System Searches the 'Topic' related 'Questions' Repository of MoreComplex Tests is Generated Randomly
Display Level2_Questions
Else
Display FailMsg
The System Searches the 'Topic' related 'Lectures' Repository is well-selected
Display RecommendedLevel1_LectureObject
If Level1_LectureObject is Completed Then
Display Level1_Post_LectureObject_Question
Evaluate Level1_Post_LectureObject_Questions
Save ResultData in StudentSession Data
If Level2_Questions = 2 out of 3Questions Then
The System Searches the 'Topic' related 'Lectures' Repository is well-selected
Display RecommendedLevel3_LectureObject
Else
The System Searches the 'Topic' related 'Lectures' Repository is well-selected
Display RecommendedLevel2_LectureObject
The System Searches the 'Topic' related 'Questions' Repository of MoreComplex Tests is Generated Randomly
Display Level2_Post_LectureObject_Questions
Re-Evaluate level2_LectureObject_Questions
Save ResultData in StudentSession Data
If All Levels = pass
View theIntended-LectureObject

IV. EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of this intelligent e-learning system, 20 students were asked to evaluate the prototype version for the usefulness and efficiency of the system, and according to the experimental results, 17 of the students commended to use it. Students were satisfied with intelligent learning environments regarding the convenience and efficiency. The evaluation results were considered positively in respect to increasing the quality of e-learning in satisfying individual needs and ease of use, which allows the student to concentrate on learning goals all the time. To provide learner with more suitable personalized learning material, the pre-processing technique is applied using a multi-attribute evaluation method. It is based on the individual preferences, intellectual level and learning style extracted from the learning path.

Personalized search engine system has been proposed which implicitly collect student's personal information, test questions, his answers, required lecture, and the recommended learning objects.

The proposed model enhances the personalized learning using techniques for identifying student intellectual knowledge levels and learning style.

Sometimes, several of MCQs cannot be answered immediately without some explanation because students asked about them during their real-time learning process. Content analysis showed that the learning results were significantly affected by the learner strategy but not by presentation modality. Another note is that the system lack of direct teacher-student communication and there is no possible interaction with other students or the teacher to explain questions. Moreover, the learning environment has to enforce the possibility collaborative working and learning through sharing ideas and resources amongst learners and improve the techniques of synchronous communication with others.

From our point of view, the best way to improve the learning process is to involve the lecturers during the development of an application. This will help to adapt the course materials to their special needs.

V. CONCLUSION

We can point out a number of essential advantages:

- Our system is a centralized learning system implemented on one server. It was easy to navigate and working with the system was fast enough. Grasping the main idea of programming in HTML is done in a relative short time. The system provides a better support in the process of learning. Students can learn at their own time and own location in independence in time and place.
- It focuses on being intelligent because of its capability to assess student’s background knowledge through randomized and well selected questions. The student followed the learning path that is proposed by the system and used the system’s guidance. Using adaptive auto-evaluated questions that are used in searching for, selecting, sequencing and retrieving the appropriate lecture for the student.
- Lectures content materials are organized hierarchically and the learning units contain different media types such as text, power point slides, and audio and video-based course contents. Lectures are short duration.
- Given lectures are adapted to the student needs, in addition to student knowledge in the subject. It provides customized course contents and study guidance to individual student. It enables the students to select their modular components to adapt their student-centric learning environments.
- Recording the student’s interaction data with the system can provide more accurate data regarding the student’s learning style and permit track student records and history.
- It dynamically adapts learning content to fit student real-time needs.
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Fig. 3. The Class Diagram for Intelligent Student-Centered System

Fig. 4. Inherited Object-Oriented Structure of the Course Materials